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What are instructional videos?

[Alyarac et al., CVPR 2016]



Goal: learn a representation of a task from video
IMPACT

Figure 1: Top: Machine perception for interaction. Left: People easily learn how to change a flat tire of a
car by observing other people doing the same task, for example, by watching a narrated instruction video [2].
IMPACT will make a step towards machines with a similar level of cognitive visual intelligence. Middle:
The testbed for dual-arm manipulation research at CIIRC. Right: the sequence of manipulation steps to fold
a t-shirt [112]. Currently, the manipulation steps are provided manually, not learnt. Bottom: Harvesting and
analyzing events in the net of visual data. Left: Analyzing visual data from entire city for safer driving. Middle:
Finding patterns in crowded scenes for accident prevention; a video of a demonstration, courtesy of French
national video archive, INA. Right: Quantitative geo-spatial analysis reveals a geographical pattern of locations
(red dots) of a harvested architectural element (balcony with a cast iron railing) [29].

High-impact applications. Breakthrough progress on these problems will have profound implica-
tions on our everyday lives as well as science and commerce, with smart assistive robots that automat-
ically learn new skills from the Internet, safer cars that anticipate behavior of pedestrians on streets, or
intelligent glasses that help people react in unexpected situations.

State of the art. Most work in visual recognition has been focused on naming and localizing a set
of predefined categories (e.g. car, bicycle or kitchen) in static images. Convolutional neural networks
have emerged as a powerful image representation for recognition, however, currently the working mod-
els are limited to static images and are trained in a fully supervised manner, which requires accurate
and time-consuming manual annotation of large amounts of training data. Recent efforts towards rec-
ognizing visual properties (color, material, scene geometry) and object parts are also limited to static
images and specific domains such as faces or birds. In video, the goal has typically been to name or
temporally localize a set of predefined human activities (such as “walking” or “jumping”), often in
constrained settings sports or surveillance. Object trackers can follow the motion of multiple objects
or people, often using variants of the Kalman filter or hidden Markov models, but the focus has been
mainly on short-term data association to the next frame. All activities happen in 3D world, and there-
fore it is crucial to faithfully perceive and model 3D geometry and motion. Perception and modelling
of 3D geometry is already possible on a relatively large scale but only for textured static scenes from
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Motivation

[Darpa robot challenge] [Microsoft HoloLens]

Learning from Internet for robotics Personal assistant



Outline

1. Learn sequence of main steps of a task

2. Modeling changes in object states 

3. Discussion and challenges

[Alayrac et al., CVPR 2016]

[Alayrac et al., ICCV 2017]

[Alayrac et al., PAMI 2017]



Learn sequence of main steps of a task

Input: a set of narrated instruction videos
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Outputs: sequence of main steps
visual and linguis4c representa1ons of the steps
temporal localization of each step

[Alayrac et al., CVPR 2016]



Related work
• Action recognition: [Laptev et al’08, Niebles et al’08, Schüldt’04, 

Wang and Schmid’13, Wang et al’11, Simonyan et al’14, Karpathy et al’14, 
Potapov et al’14, Donahue et al’15, Ji et al’10, Fernando et al’15, Wang et 
al’15, Peng et al’14, Ng et al’15, Tran et al’15, Chen et al’10, Jain et al’13, 
Jhuang et al’13, Khuene et al’11, Soomro et al’12, Taylor et al’10, 
Bregonzio et al’09, Gilbert et al’11, Ikizler-Cinbis et al’10, Kläser et al’10, 
Kovashka et al’10, Liu et al’09, Marszalek et al’09, Matikainen et al’09, 
Messing et al’09, Schüldt et al’04, Rodriguez et al’08]…
• NLP and VISION:  [Chen et al’15, Duchenne et al’ 09, Bojanowski et 

al’13,’14, Naim et al’15, Kong et al’14, Tu et al’14,Zitnick et al’13,Yan et 
al’15,] image captioning [Kulkarni et al’11, Hodosh et al’13, Vinyals et 
al’15, Karpathy et al ’15, Lebret et al’15, Donahue et al’15, Elliot et al’14, 
Fang et al’15, Mao et al’14, Mitchell et al’12,], video captioning 
[Guadarrama et al’13,Rohrbach et al’13,15], VQA [Agrawal et al’15, 
Malinowski et al’15, Antol et al’15, Bigham et al’10,Gao et al’15,Ren et 
al’15, Yu et al’15, Zhang et al’15]…  
• Instruction videos: [Damen et al.’14, Huang et al.’17, Kuehne et al.’15, 

Malmaud et al’15, Sener et al’15, Zhou et al.’17] 



1. Text clustering into a sequence of common steps

Approach: two linked clustering problems

2. Video clustering to localize the actions with text constraints

Let’s now jack the car.
DOBJ = (jack,car)



Assumptions and 
overview of the approach

People do what
they say roughly when they say it
Assumption 2:

Each task is  
composed of an ordered
sequence of steps.

Assumption 1:

Approach:  
two linked clustering stages

1) Text clustering using multiple 
sequence alignment

2) Video clustering under text 
constraints

Assumptions:  



Method - 1st stage: 
Multiple sequence alignment of text

Narrations are first processed into sequence of direct object relations (dobj)

Let’s now jack the car. DOBJ = (jack,car)

A score of similarity between dobj is obtained from Wordnet

jack car         remove wheelundo bolt           loosen nut

MATCH NO MATCH



loosen nut
jack car

unscrew nut
withdraw tire

undo bolt
lift car

lower car

loosen nut
raise car

remove tire
lower jack

jack car
remove wheel

Video 1 Video 2 Video 3 Video 4

Method - 1st stage: 
Multiple sequence alignment of text



loosen nut
jack car

unscrew nut
withdraw tire

undo bolt
li3 car

lower car

loosen nut
raise car

remove tire
lower jack

jack car
remove wheel

Video 1 Video 2 Video 3 Video 4

Method- 1st stage: 
Mul0ple sequence alignment of text



loosen nut
jack car

unscrew nut
withdraw tire

undo bolt
li3 car

lower car

loosen nut
raise car

remove tire
lower jack

jack car
remove wheel

Video 1 Video 2 Video 3 Video 4

Method- 1st stage: 
Mul0ple sequence alignment of text



loosen nut
jack car

unscrew nut
withdraw tire

undo bolt
lift car

loosen nut
raise carjack car

Video 1 Video 2 Video 3 Video 4

remove wheel remove tire
lower jack

lower car

Method - 1st stage: 
Multiple sequence alignment of text



loosen nut
jack car

unscrew nut
withdraw 2re

undo bolt
lift car

loosen nut
raise carjack car

Video 1 Video 2 Video 3 Video 4

remove wheel remove 2re
lower jack

lower car

Method - 1st stage: 
Multiple sequence alignment of text



loosen nut
jack car

unscrew nut
withdraw tireremove tire

lower jack

undo bolt
li5 car

loosen nut
raise carjack car

Video 1 Video 2 Video 3 Video 4

remove wheel

MSA is NP-hard, we formulate it as a QP and use Frank-Wolfe algorithm 
to get an approximate solu>on.

lower car

Method- 1st stage: 
Mul0ple sequence alignment of text

[Wang and Jiang 1994, Higgins and Sharp, 1988] 



loosen nut
jack car

unscrew nut
withdraw tireremove tire

lower jack

undo bolt
lift car

loosen nut
raise carjack car

Video 1 Video 2 Video 3 Video 4

remove wheel
lower car

The list of main steps is then deduced from the alignment (here for K=3):

Agreement
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Method- 1st stage: 
Mul0ple sequence alignment of text
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Agreement

loosen nut
jack car

unscrew nut
withdraw tireremove tire

lower jack

undo bolt
lift car

loosen nut
raise carjack car

Video 1 Video 2 Video 3 Video 4

remove wheel
lower car

Agreement

1) Loosen nut
2) Jack car
3) Remove wheel

Discovered list 
of steps

Method - 1st stage: 
Multiple sequence alignment of text

The list of main steps is then deduced from the alignment (here for K=3):



Method - 2nd stage: 
Video clustering with text constraints
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Goal: get the temporal localization of the steps in each video

Video 1

``jack car” ``remove wheel”



Method - 2nd stage: 
Video clustering with text constraints
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Goal: get the temporal localization of the steps in each video

Video 1



Method - 2nd stage: 
Video clustering with text constraints
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Goal: get the temporal localization of the steps in each video

Video 1

Video 2

Video 3

Video 4



Method - 2nd stage: 
Video clustering with text constraints
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Video 1

Video 2

Video 3

Video 4

OUTPUT



Method - 2nd stage: 
Video clustering with text constraints
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Method: Discriminative clustering. 

Representation 
of video chunks 

(IDTF,CNN)
[Txd] matrix

OUTPUT 
(Discovered 

temporal 
localization)

Linear action 
classifier 

[dxK] matrix

Subtitle 
alignment

[SxT] matrix

Text 
Assignment
[SxK] matrix[Bach and Harchoui’07, Xu et al.’04, 

Bojanowski et al.’15]
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Illustra(on in the feature space
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Illustration in the feature space



Experiments: A new dataset

30• videos per task
•  2̴ min per video

Manual correc3on of transcrip3ons from ASR•
Manual annota3on of 7• -10 main steps for each task 
(evalua.on only)

Changing tire

Repot plant

Making coffeeJump car battery

Perform cardio 
pulmonary resuscita<on 

(CPR)

See also [Sener et al., ICCV’15] 



Qualitative results

``jack car”``loosen nuts” ``remove wheel”



Qualita've results



More results

www.di.ens.fr/willow/research/instruc2onvideos/



Outline

1. Learn sequence of main steps of a task

2. Modeling changes in object states 

3. Discussion and challenges

[Alayrac et al., CVPR 2016]

[Alayrac et al., ICCV 2017, to appear]

[Alayrac et al., PAMI 2017]



What about objects?

To complete a step, you often need to modify state of object.

Also, e.g. open a door, fill a water bottle, cut bread,…

Can we learn the set of actions and object states from data?

Empty cup Fill Full cup

[Alayrac et al., ICCV 2017, to appear]



temporal• localiza'on of the ac-on
• spatial/temporal localization of states

Input &          Output

• Set of N clips depicting the same action
• A pre-trained object detector

The goal



• Object attributes : [Farhadi et al., CVPR 2009], [Parikh 
and Grauman, ICCV 2011], [Patterson et al., IJCV 2014], 
[Duan et al., CVPR 2012]

• Object states : [Brady, Konkle, Oliva, Alvarez 2006], 
[Fathi and Rehg, CVPR 2009], [Pirsiavash and Ramanan
CVPR 2012], [Isola et al, CVPR 2015]

• Action as transformations: [Wang et al, CVPR 2016]
• Manipulation actions and person-object interactions:  

Instruction videos [Alayrac et al, CVPR 2015, Sener et 
al., ICCV 2015], Charades dataset [Sigurdsson, Varol et 
al, ECCV 2016], [Kjellstrom et al., 2011], [Gupta et al., 
PAMI 2009], [Gall et al., CVPR 2011], [Koppula and 
Saxena, ECCV 2014], …

Related work

Can we learn actions and object states with minimal supervision?



Overview of the approach

State cost 
functionAction cost 

function Action-state 
consistency



Modelling Object States

• ``Non-overlap’’: Only one object is manipulated at a time
• Ordering constraints: State 1 à State 2
• Find at least one tracklet for each state

Cost function: discriminative clustering

OUTPUT 
(Discovered 

states)

Representation of 
tracklets (ROI 

pooling, ResNet 50)
[Mxds] matrix

Linear state 
classifier 

[dx2] matrix

Constraints:

See also: [Bach and Harchoui’07, Xu et al.’04, Doersch et al.’12, Joulin et al.’14, Bojanowski et al.’15, 
Hariharan et al.’12, Gharbi et al.’12]



Modelling Object States

Cost function: discriminative clustering

Video 1

Video 2

Video 3

Video 4



Modelling Object States

Cost function: discriminative clustering

Video 1

Video 2

Video 3

Video 4



Modelling ac,ons

Cost function: discriminative clustering

• Saliency: Select one time interval from each video

Constraints:

[Bojanowski et al, ICCV 2015]

OUTPUT (Time 
localization of 

action)

Representation 
of time intervals 

(IDT+CNN)
[Txdv] matrix

Linear action 
classifier 

[dvx1] matrix



Modelling ac,ons

Video 1

Video 2

Video 3

Video 4



Joint cost function: Action-States

Time of the track
In state 1

Time of the 
action

Penalize when state 
1 is a.er the ac1on

State 1 State 2

Ac1on• -State consistency: ac#on should be in between the 
ini#al and final state.

Main idea:



Joint cost function: Action-States

Time of the track
In state 1

Time of the 
action

Penalize when state 
1 is a.er the ac1on

State 1 State 2

Video 1

Video 2

Video 3

Video 4



Joint cost function: Action-States

Time of the track
In state 1

Time of the 
action

Penalize when state 
1 is after the action

State 1 State 2

Video 1

Video 2

Video 3

Video 4



7 • ac#ons
•  ̴20-30s per video

Time annota#on for ac#ons•
Track level annota#on for states with the following labels: •
state 1, state 2, false posi#ve and ambiguous.
Video are extracted from YouTube, Instruc#on videos •
[CVPR2016] and from the Charades dataset [ECCV2016]

Dataset



Qualita've results



Pour coffee

Empty cup Pouring Full cup



Put wheel

Wheel off car Put wheel On car wheel



Open oyster

Closed oyster Open Open oyster



Open fridge

Closed fridge Open Open fridge



Quantitative results

Actions -> objects
Vs.
Objects -> actions

Performance measured by percentage of • tracklets with 
predicted state where the state is correct (precision)
Fixed minimal recall• : forced to predict in each video 



Results

Ac#ons • -> Objects: (d) 0.44 -> (e) 0.48
Objects • -> Ac,ons: (ii) 0.21 -> (iv) 0.50



Weakly supervised object state learning
• Train text SVM from (~12) positive and (~50) negative 

training sentences from Wikihow
• Localize 20s candidate clips using transcribed narration



Weakly supervised object state learning
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does vary from car to car so check your owner ’s manual and that ’ll identify exactly where in your particular

car those items are kept what you ’ll need is a wheel brace to enable you to undo the wheel nuts you ’ll also

need a jack to raise the vehicle to allow you to get the flat tyre off you start by removing the hub cap or the

wheel nut covers whatever ’s fitted to your vehicle , then using the wheel brace you want to loosen each of the

wheel nuts half to approximately one turn before jacking up the vehicle next , we ’re going to raise the vehicle to

allow us to remove the flat tyre the jacking point and the type of jack used does vary from car to car so again its

worth checking your owners manual . once the jack ’s in place you then commence jacking the vehicle to release

the weight of the vehicle from the flat tyre . now that we ’ve got the wheel off the ground we can remove each

of the wheel nuts until all 5 or 6 or 4 , depending on whatever your car ’s fitted with are off and now we can

remove the flat tyre . a good idea is to place the flat wheel under the vehicle just for a safety feature in case the

jack were to give way you

’ve then got something to support the vehicle so lift the spare wheel up onto the hub and make sure it ’s sitting

nice and flat and square to the vehicle then start each of the wheel nuts by hand then remove the flat tyre from

under the vehicle and lower the jack . lower the vehicle down until the weight to the vehicle is on the spare tyre

that ’s just been fitted we ’ll then use the wheel brace to tighten each of the wheel nuts in sequence . if you

ca n’t get to a tyre repairer in the short term it ’s worth checking those wheel nuts again after a couple hundred

kilometres of driving , just to make sure they are still tight i guess the main thing is to know your vehicle , so

you should be checking that your spare tyre is fitted to the vehicle and inflated and also that all of your tools are

in a serviceable condition . with some vehicles it can vary , you ’ve got emergency spares or space savers as they

are commonly called and they ’re only for literally emergency purposes to get you to a place of repair as quickly

as possible when in doubt ring

Figure 5: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PMIjgDJnDek
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Qualitative results



Quantitative results

Objects • -> Ac,ons vs. Ac,ons -> Objects
Joint method performs best in both cases.•



Outline

Learn sequence of main steps of a task1.

Modeling changes in object states 2.

Discussion and challenges3.

[Alayrac et al., CVPR 2016]

[Alayrac et al., ICCV 2017, to appear]

[Alayrac et al., PAMI 2017]



Challenge I.: Learning constraints 
• Learning visual representations with constraints from
• Language (narration)

• Physical structure (plausible temporal and spatial relations)

• What constraints for unsupervised learning?
• Can constraints be learnt from data?



IMPACT

Figure 1: Top: Machine perception for interaction. Left: People easily learn how to change a flat tire of a
car by observing other people doing the same task, for example, by watching a narrated instruction video [2].
IMPACT will make a step towards machines with a similar level of cognitive visual intelligence. Middle:
The testbed for dual-arm manipulation research at CIIRC. Right: the sequence of manipulation steps to fold
a t-shirt [112]. Currently, the manipulation steps are provided manually, not learnt. Bottom: Harvesting and
analyzing events in the net of visual data. Left: Analyzing visual data from entire city for safer driving. Middle:
Finding patterns in crowded scenes for accident prevention; a video of a demonstration, courtesy of French
national video archive, INA. Right: Quantitative geo-spatial analysis reveals a geographical pattern of locations
(red dots) of a harvested architectural element (balcony with a cast iron railing) [29].

High-impact applications. Breakthrough progress on these problems will have profound implica-
tions on our everyday lives as well as science and commerce, with smart assistive robots that automat-
ically learn new skills from the Internet, safer cars that anticipate behavior of pedestrians on streets, or
intelligent glasses that help people react in unexpected situations.

State of the art. Most work in visual recognition has been focused on naming and localizing a set
of predefined categories (e.g. car, bicycle or kitchen) in static images. Convolutional neural networks
have emerged as a powerful image representation for recognition, however, currently the working mod-
els are limited to static images and are trained in a fully supervised manner, which requires accurate
and time-consuming manual annotation of large amounts of training data. Recent efforts towards rec-
ognizing visual properties (color, material, scene geometry) and object parts are also limited to static
images and specific domains such as faces or birds. In video, the goal has typically been to name or
temporally localize a set of predefined human activities (such as “walking” or “jumping”), often in
constrained settings sports or surveillance. Object trackers can follow the motion of multiple objects
or people, often using variants of the Kalman filter or hidden Markov models, but the focus has been
mainly on short-term data association to the next frame. All activities happen in 3D world, and there-
fore it is crucial to faithfully perceive and model 3D geometry and motion. Perception and modelling
of 3D geometry is already possible on a relatively large scale but only for textured static scenes from
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Challenge II.: How to generalize to new 
conditions?

[Hacket et al., 2013]



Example : Learn manipulation from video

[Li, Mansard, Laptev, Sivic, 2017], See also: [Bogo et al., SMPL, ECCV 2016], [Pischulin et al., 
DeepCut, CVPR 2016], [Carpentier, Valenza, Mansard, et al. 2015] 



Challenge III: How can we learn from one 
example?

Scaling-up current dataset to 1000 of tasks and 100,000s of videos.

IMPACT

Figure 1: Top: Machine perception for interaction. Left: People easily learn how to change a flat tire of a
car by observing other people doing the same task, for example, by watching a narrated instruction video [2].
IMPACT will make a step towards machines with a similar level of cognitive visual intelligence. Middle:
The testbed for dual-arm manipulation research at CIIRC. Right: the sequence of manipulation steps to fold
a t-shirt [112]. Currently, the manipulation steps are provided manually, not learnt. Bottom: Harvesting and
analyzing events in the net of visual data. Left: Analyzing visual data from entire city for safer driving. Middle:
Finding patterns in crowded scenes for accident prevention; a video of a demonstration, courtesy of French
national video archive, INA. Right: Quantitative geo-spatial analysis reveals a geographical pattern of locations
(red dots) of a harvested architectural element (balcony with a cast iron railing) [29].

High-impact applications. Breakthrough progress on these problems will have profound implica-
tions on our everyday lives as well as science and commerce, with smart assistive robots that automat-
ically learn new skills from the Internet, safer cars that anticipate behavior of pedestrians on streets, or
intelligent glasses that help people react in unexpected situations.

State of the art. Most work in visual recognition has been focused on naming and localizing a set
of predefined categories (e.g. car, bicycle or kitchen) in static images. Convolutional neural networks
have emerged as a powerful image representation for recognition, however, currently the working mod-
els are limited to static images and are trained in a fully supervised manner, which requires accurate
and time-consuming manual annotation of large amounts of training data. Recent efforts towards rec-
ognizing visual properties (color, material, scene geometry) and object parts are also limited to static
images and specific domains such as faces or birds. In video, the goal has typically been to name or
temporally localize a set of predefined human activities (such as “walking” or “jumping”), often in
constrained settings sports or surveillance. Object trackers can follow the motion of multiple objects
or people, often using variants of the Kalman filter or hidden Markov models, but the focus has been
mainly on short-term data association to the next frame. All activities happen in 3D world, and there-
fore it is crucial to faithfully perceive and model 3D geometry and motion. Perception and modelling
of 3D geometry is already possible on a relatively large scale but only for textured static scenes from
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